seated at the table with him was Tiffany Spevak, and later some unidentified female students. Jean said he proceeded to the food service line where he got his lunch, and after returning to his table, he sat on the east side of the table and was facing west, which allowed him to look out the west cafeteria windows.

I asked Jean what first brought his attention that something was wrong in the cafeteria. He stated when he was looking west that he observed several students who were seated over near the west windows stand up, and then drop to the floor, at which time he described an unidentified female, he couldn't tell me if she was a student or a faculty member, wearing a red shirt, some running in the northwest cafeteria doors, and the female was yelling something, but he couldn't tell me what she was saying. Jean remained seated at the table, and he remembers a teacher by the name of Ms. Brug, who was off to his right, start yelling at him telling him to get down under the tables. Jean said as he started to get down on the floor, he recalled seeing a large plume of smoke coming from the Senior parking lot. Jean told me he still had no idea what was going on because he didn't hear any sounds of either gunshots or explosions. Jean stated soon after the plume of smoke in the Senior parking lot that the students near the west windows started to run east towards the stairs of the cafeteria. He told me himself and Tiffany Spevak remained at their table because they feared they were going to be trampled by other students. After several of the student were near the west windows started to run east towards the stairs of the cafeteria. He told me myself and Tiffany Spevak remained at their table because they feared they were going to be trampled by other students. After several of the student had cleared the cafeteria area, Jean and Tiffany picked their backpacks up and walked to the hallway just off of the kitchen area, and proceeded into the auditorium, after it was unlocked by a janitor. Jean told me there were several other students, along with two teachers, Mr. Andreas Sr. and Jr., that went into the auditorium where they all locked all of the doors. Jean was asked if he heard any gunshots or explosions at this time. He told me he recalled Mr. Andreas Jr. walk up to the top of the auditorium, and opened the doors. Jean stated shortly after Mr. Andreas Jr. opened the doors, he heard what sounded like a shotgun blast, and thought Mr. Andreas Jr. had been shot when he opened the doors. Shortly after hearing the shot, Mr. Andreas Jr. reappeared in the auditorium, and he told me at that point, he wasn't sure where the shotgun blast had come from. The students and the faculty, fearing they weren't safe within the auditorium, exited via a southeast exit from the auditorium, which allowed them to gain access into the foreign language hall. They ran to the end of this hall, and ran out an emergency exit, which put them in the Junior parking lot. After they reached the parking lot, they ran east to Lawwood Park, and remained there for a short period of time. They then ran into the subdivision east of the park, where they sought refuge in a house.

Jean was asked if he ever observed gunmen while he was in the cafeteria, or if he ever observed any gunmen out west of the cafeteria. He told me that he never observed any gunmen while at the school.
Jean was asked if he knew about the Trench Coat Mafia, and specifically Eric Harris or Dylan Klebold. He told me he did not know Klebold, but he knew Harris because he had German class with him for three years. Jean was asked if he heard of any rumors of anything that was going to occur on 04-20-99, and he said he did not hear anything. I asked him if he had any other information to pass on. Jean told me after the initial shooting, that himself and a few friends had gone over to the Columbine Public Library, and he recalls an associate of the Trench Coat Mafia, who showed up at the library. He described the individual as being very tall, quite ugly, and was wearing a pink tided shirt. Initially, he couldn't tell me who the individual was. He referred to his yearbook and identified that party as being Robert Perry. He told me he thought it was peculiar that this person associated with the Trench Coat Mafia, would show up after this incident. I asked him if he knew Harris had a Website, and he said he was not aware of that. Jean was asked if he had gone to the prom and the after prom party. He said he did. I asked him if he observed Harris or Klebold at the prom. He told me he does not recall seeing either one of them there.

Jean was asked to describe his clothing on the incident date. He said he was wearing black baggy jeans, a white ADIDAS shirt with black sleeves, and a pair of shoes.

At the completion of my interview, I had Jean diagram where he was seated in the cafeteria and depict his route out of the cafeteria. A copy of that map is attached with this supplemental report.

I verified that Jean did not see any gunmen while at the school, and he did not observe the two large duffle bags that I had described earlier in the cafeteria area.

**ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:**
FBI case number 4-DN-57419 (DN#2927)

**DISPOSITION:** Open, pending further investigation.
In C-99, at about 1120 hours, this investigator was dispatched to the Columbine High School, located at South Pierce Street and West Bowles Avenue, located in unincorporated Jefferson County, Colorado on a mutual aid call. They had shots fired, and people down in the school.

Upon my arrival, 1121 hours, I contacted the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Sergeant at the intersection of South Pierce Street and West Leawood Avenue. The Sergeant was talking with another Jefferson County Sheriff’s Deputy. The Deputy advised The Sergeant and I of the following information:

- That there was at least one, maybe two shooters inside the school;
- That there were hostages inside the school;
- That the gun men were still shooting;
- The Sergeant then requested I block traffic from coming down Pierce Street from Bowles Avenue. I then advised Arapahoe County Sheriff’s Dispatch of the circumstances. I then began to direct traffic at the intersection of South Pierce Street and West Bowles Avenue.

At approximately 1230 hours, I was directed to respond to approximately 5200 South Wadsworth Avenue to meet with Sergeant Scott Linne to photograph a explosive device that had gone off. Sgt. Linne felt the device inside the backpack was related to the shooting at the school.

Upon my arrival, I talked with Sgt. Linne and took several digital photographs of the clock parts used in the device. While at the location, I was contacted by a student that was at the school during the shooting. I obtained a written statement from this student. The student was identified as:

L. S. DANIEL  
721 23RD ELKHURST DRIVE  
LITTLETON, COLORADO 80120  
PHONE 303-973-8425

After completing my assignment at this location, I was assigned to assist the bomb squad on the west side of the school. They were out with the suspects vehicles in the parking lot. Inside the vehicles were several explosive devices.

I cleared the scene at 0030 hours.

W.E. BELCHLAVY 9110
Background:
RIECKS was interviewed on 04-20-99 by W. BELOHLAVY, ACSD. RIECKS was in CHS cafeteria. Took elevator to second floor, saw smoke, left the building through the auditorium.

Lead:
Interview Daniel RIECKS regarding observations and knowledge of subjects and associates.
Interview re: relationship with TCM, info on whereabouts on 04-20-99, and any subsequent statements of regarding the shooting.

Disposition:

SUBJECT: Daniel C. RIECKS
DOB: 01/08/83
7622 W. Elmhurst Dr.
Littleton, CO 80123
(303) 973-8425

RIECKS was interviewed at his residence at 11:00 AM on May 20, 1999. Present during the interview was his mother, Sue RIECKS.

Investigation reveals that Daniel RIECKS' older brother Matthew RIECKS is friend. Daniel RIECKS who knows through Matthew's association with him, said is a quiet person, and seems like a nice guy.

RIECKS was in the cafeteria at the time of the shootings. He was at home later that evening, however, when was at the RIECKS home. had come to RIECKS' home because of his concern for Matt's welfare. Most of the conversation RIECKS heard was discussion of where everyone was when the incident occurred. They looked up pictures of Eric HARRIS and Dylan KLEBOLD in Matt RIECKS' yearbook.

Sue RIECKS, mother of Daniel and Matthew, said when first came to the house, he made the statement that his parents woke him up and told him what happened. Father drove him to the RIECKS home. He arrived about 7:30 PM to 8:00 PM. Later, father came to pick him up, and after they all visited for a time, the departed about 9:30 PM.

Daniel RIECKS described that and Matt RIECKS talked about HARRIS and KLEBOLD and about how those two were not really part of the trench coat mafia (TCM). RIECKS said talked about how the group was becoming too violent toward him, and more aggressive toward the "jocks". I asked what meant by this, but RIECKS did not
know specifics. Mrs. RIECKS related the fact that the name “trench coat mafia” was originally coined by a “jock”, and the group liked the sound of it so they adopted it.

Daniel RIECKS did not know either HARRIS or KLEBOLD.

Daniel RIECKS told me that [REDACTED] was in Matt RIECKS’ 3rd hour class, “government econ”, and that he seemed to be acting normally, taking notes and participating.
S U P P L E M E N T

ASSOCIATED CASE REPORT NUMBERS:

Jefferson County Sheriffs C.R.: 99-7625
FBI control number: 174A-DIV-57419

SUBJECT: ROASBERRY, Sarah Elizabeth
          DOB: 09/14/84
          8769 West Cornell Ave. #5
          Lakewood, CO. 80227
          (303) 986-0507

PARENT:
        MOTHER: Jeanne Peterson

OBSERVATION / INVESTIGATION:

        On May 5, 1999 I was assigned an interview with Columbine High School
        student Sarah Roasberry. Roasberry was possibly in the cafeteria at the
        time of the shooting on April 20, 1999. I spoke to Jeanne Peterson,
        Sarah's mother, and made an appointment for an interview for May 11th at
        11:00AM.

        On May 11th at 1100 I arrived at 8769 West Cornell Ave. #5 and
        contacted Sarah Roasberry. Sarah confirmed that she was a ninth grader at
        Columbine and that she had been in school and in the cafeteria on April
        20th.

        Sarah continued to say that she arrived in the cafeteria at about
        11:10AM. She advised that she was sitting at table identified as "KK".
        Sarah continued to say that she was sitting with the following people:
        Christie Winfrey
        Jeanna Rohde
        Sarah Wehmeyer
        Nicole (last name unknown)
        Brianna Hernandez
        Veronica Griffith
        Emily Hackett

        Sarah said that she did not notice any large duffel bags in the
        cafeteria when she arrived, nor did she see anyone carry such a bag into
        the cafeteria while she was there. Sarah said that her first indication of
        trouble came when she saw other students in the cafeteria diving under
        tables. Then Brianna and a Dustin Hoffschneider, who was sitting at table

JC-001-004209
identified as "LL" told her to get down and they had a gun. At this time Mr. Sanders also came running by telling the students to get down. Sarah said that she heard a gun shot at this time. Sarah said that she got under the table and started to cry and panic. Sarah said that she was under the table for about thirty to forty-five seconds when a group of students broke and ran for the stairs leading to the library and south main level hallway. Sarah said that she got up and ran with the group. Sarah stated that she ran east in the south hall and out of the building by way of the math door, located at the east end of the south hall. Sarah said that she went to a house near Leawood Park where she was let in. She advised that she remained in this house until she heard that the gunmen were loose. She said that she panicked and left the first house and hid in a yard at a second house. After a period of time she returned to the first house, and a lady who lives there took her to Leawood Elementary School. Where her mother picked her up.

Sarah said that she did not see who was doing the shooting and did not see anyone with a gun either before the shooting started or during the time the shots were being fired. Sarah continued to say that while she was in the stair way and south hall that she did not see anyone shooting or with a gun.

Sarah stated that she did not know either Eric Harris or Dylan Klebold, nor did she know anyone who was a member of the Trench Coat Mafia. She further advised that none of her friends associated with or were members of the Trench Coat Mafia.

Sarah related that she had heard no rumors about possible trouble at the school on April 20th before the twentieth. The only rumor she heard was that possibly the seniors might be shooting paint balls at other students as it was senior prank day. Sarah continued to say that the only thing she saw that seemed unusual involved three male subjects she observed in the north main level hall about 7:20AM on the morning of the twentieth who were wearing camouflage clothes. Sarah said that she did not know these people.

Sarah said that she did leave her back pack in the cafeteria, and described it as a blue East Pack. She said the pack contained her notebooks, geometry and Spanish books, and a wallet with her school identification in it.

Sarah could provide no additional information and the interview concluded at 11:30.
Supplemental Report

Defendant: Klebold/Harris
Date: April 28, 1999
Docket Number:
Case Number: 174A-DNS7419
99-7625
DN1012
Deputy D.A.: Investigator: Lauck

Roberts, Shawn
6378 S. Iris Way
Littleton, CO., 80123
303/978-1567

On April 27, 1999, this investigator met with Shawn Roberts at his residence. He advised that he had gone to the cafeteria after completion of his fourth hour History class on the first floor of the school. He believed that he entered the cafeteria at approximately 11:15 a.m. and after obtaining his lunch from the food service area, he sat down at a table with several of his friends. He identified those students as: GREG GARCIA
KRISTIN (LKE)
DUSTIN GORTON
RICHARD GREEN
BRETT KOSTALNICK
DAN LAB

He stated that after approximately five minutes, he saw Dave Sanders enter the cafeteria, waving his arms, indicating that he wanted all the students to get down. He advised that he then heard a loud explosion which he thought could have been a gun shot, possibly a shotgun. He said he is familiar with that sound. He believed that the sound came from outside the west door. He said he stayed under the table for approximately fifteen seconds and observed many of the
students running from the cafeteria up the stairs. He advised that he began to crawl away towards the kitchen area and his friends followed. He and his friends went to the very back of the kitchen and saw that there were some ten to fifteen people already there. He stated that he then heard a loud blast from the cafeteria area and saw a lot of smoke. He said that there was a laundry room adjacent to the kitchen which he and many others went into and locked the door from the inside. He guessed that there were about eighteen persons in that room. He said four of those were cafeteria workers and two or three were teachers, one of whom was, MR. KRITZER. He advised that he could hear the sound of gunfire which to him sounded like that made by a shotgun. He said he could also hear occasionally the sound of chatter on a walkie-talkie and footsteps - people walking around. He thought perhaps the police were outside but did not want to open the door. He advised that he heard more shots while in the closet and said those sounded as though they were coming from the floor above them. He described them as "pop, pop, pop" then quiet, then, "pop, pop, pop," followed by the "boom" which to him sounded like that of a shotgun. He also described hearing noise which sounded like shouting and wrestling on the floor.

He advised that at one point while in the room, a janitor opened the door and got inside with them. He believed he and the others were inside the room for close to two hours. He said at some point, he could hear more "walkie talkie" like chatter and yelling and thought that this was from SWAT officers. After some loud pounding outside the door, Mr. Kritzer opened the door and the officers had all of them go through the teachers lounge area and out a window which had been broken out.

Shawn advised that he had been wearing blue jeans, a white Columbine band T-shirt, a black ball cap which had Iron Maiden in red letters, and a pair of black "Doc Martens." He advised that there had been a small spot of blood on the back of his shirt, from an unknown origin, which has since been washed out. He said some of the students who had been inside the room had removed their shirts and those had been left in the room.
Shawn Roberts advised that he does know who Harris and Klebold are but did not see them that day. He said he did not associate with them.

Nothing further.

Investigator

Date

4-27-99
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1. Did you ever see the two large duffel bags in the cafeteria? 

2. Did you see anyone carrying or in the possession of those duffel bags, at a previous time? 

3. Did you see Eric Harris or Dylan Klebold either on Monday of Tuesday? What were they doing? What did they say? Were they with anyone else? 

4. Did you leave anything behind in the cafeteria or anywhere else in the school? 

5. Who were you with in the cafeteria? Where were you sitting? 

6. Did you see or talk to any of the Trench Coat Mafia members on Monday? Tuesday? How about the prior week or weekend? 

7. Have you heard anything from anybody else about other suspects, bomb making, gun buying, etc.? 

8. What were you wearing? Did you have a backpack? What did it look like and/or have in it? 

9. How did you leave the cafeteria or the building? What were the events that made you leave? 

10. What time did you enter the cafeteria? Where did you come from (prior to the cafeteria)? 

11. Have them mark where they were sitting, their route out of the building and who they were with (if known)? 

12. Can you provide any further information on the members of the Trench Coat Mafia? 

13. Ask the parents if the kids have told them anything else? Different?
The following information was obtained during an interview with Gina Rowdie (3-9-84), a freshman at Columbine High School, arrived at school at 7:15 AM. She was dropped off at school by her mother, who in the front entrance. She arrived at the commons from Spanish class. She stopped at her locker near the library and came down the main stairs. She sat at Table 11 after arriving at 11:55 AM. She sat with Sara Waymier, Dan Romero, Michelle Castaneda, Christ Willey, Sara Roseberry, Veronica Groom, Emily Merritt, Nicole West, and Brannon (her last name). She had her blue backpack with her which was left behind. She was wearing khaki pants and a white & blue Air Force windbreaker. There was some disturbance occurring by the west door and it was believed that there was a fight. Mr. Sanders and a teacher told everyone to 'get down.' She and others did look up but were told to stay down. The students:

I have read the foregoing statement and the facts contained therein are true to the best of my knowledge and belief. I do not maintain that it contains all of the facts or details of the incident, but only those facts about which I have been asked.

______________________________
Time Statement Completed
□ AM
□ PM

Signature of Person Making Statement
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Summary of Statement (cont.)

THE WEST BEGAN TO RUN TO THE EAST STAIRWAY. GINA RAN UP THE STEPS. AT THE TOP OF THE STAIRS SEVERAL SHOTS WERE HEARD. SHE RAN EAST DOWN THE HALL, PAST THE SCIENCE DEPT. TO THE OUTSIDE OF SCHOOL. SHE THEN RAN TO LEAVENWORTH PARK.

MS. ROHRER SAW NO LARGE QUEUES AROUND THE COMMON OR IN THE COMMONS NO. DO SHE SELL ANYTHING CARRYING LARGE QUEUES ON MONDAY OR TUESDAY. SHE HAS SEEN THE TWO SUSPECTS IN SCHOOL BUT DOES NOT KNOW THEM OR THEIR ASSOCIATES. SHE HAS HEARD NOTHING MORE THAN WHAT IS ON THE TV & RADIO.

GINA DID LOOK HER PHONE WHILE RUNNING IN THE SCHOOL. IT IS A GREEN MOTOROLA.

THE WITNESS ADDS THAT HER DANCE INSTRUCTOR, PARR MOISEY, WAS AT COLUMBINE HIGH SCHOOL ON 4-20-99. SHE WAS REPORTED STANDING AT THE FRONT ENTRANCE WHEN THE SHOOTING OCCURRED. HER PHONE NUMBER IS 303-922-1976

I have read the foregoing statement and the facts contained therein are true to the best of my knowledge and belief. I do not maintain that it contains all of the facts or details of the incident, but only those facts about which I have been asked.

[Handwritten signature]  
Date: _______  AM  
Time Statement Completed:  PM

Signature of Person Making Statement:  
JC-001-004221
ROMAN, S
Samantha Roman
6552 S. Saulbury Ct.,
Littleton, CO., 80127
303/933-6432

CHS student, Cafeteria witness.

On May 12, 1999, this investigator met with Samantha Roman at her residence. Present during the interview were her parents, Robert and Janita Roark.

Samantha advised that he had arrived in the cafeteria at approximately 11:15 a.m. having come from the Family and Consumer Studies Hall on the upper level near the school administration offices. She was shown a sketch of the cafeteria and indicated that she had been at table "DDD." She said others at her table included: Danielle Stanek, Sarah Anderson, Sara Ryan, and Tina Chavez. She stated that she had been at the table for about five minutes when she saw three students running and one was shouting, "two guys have guns out there." She heard someone say, "get down." Samantha said that in just a few minutes, everyone in the cafeteria began running. She said that she ran upstairs and down the hallway which is between the math and social studies rooms, east to the door at the end of the hall and then ran out to Leawood Park.
She stated that she knew neither Eric Harris nor Dylan Klebold, but commented that she would have recognized them if she had seen them. She said she had no knowledge of any rumors about the trenchcoat people. She did not know what the "phrase of the day" was. She advised that in addition to her blue backpack left in the cafeteria, her lacrosse clothes and school books were in her locker. She said she left a lacrosse stick in one of the science rooms.

Investigation continues.
**UPDATED APRIL 28, 1999**

TEAM FOUR INTERVIEW GUIDELINE

MINIMAL QUESTIONS TO BE ASKED

SAMANTHA ROMAN CN 2956

1. Did you ever see the two large duffle bags in the cafeteria?  

2. Did you see anyone carrying or in the possession of those duffle bags at a previous time?  

3. Did you see Eric Harris or Dylan Klebold either on Monday of Tuesday? What were they doing? What did they say? Were they with anyone else?  

4. Did you leave anything behind in the cafeteria or anywhere else in the school?  

5. Who were you with in the cafeteria? Where were you sitting?  

6. Did you see or talk to any of the Trench Coat Mafia members on Monday or Tuesday? How about the prior week or weekend?  

7. Have you heard anything from anyone else about other suspects, bomb making, gun buying, etc.?  

8. What were you wearing? Did you have a back pack? What did it look like and/or have in it?  

9. How did you leave the cafeteria or the building? What were the events that made you leave?  

10. What time did you enter the cafeteria? Where did you come from (prior to the cafeteria)?  

11. Have them mark where they were sitting, their route out of the building and whom they were with (if known).  

12. How did you exit the building? Where did you go when you got out and what did you see on the outside of the building?  

13. Do you use the Internet? If so, what is your screen name? Do you have an ICQ (aka: I seek you) similar to a chat line account?  

14. Do you know anybody with a "double pierced eyebrow"?  

15. Did you see or hear any unusual announcements prior to the shootings? Do you know what the "Thought of the day was" over the Rebel News Network (RNN)?  

16. Can you provide any further information on the members of the Trench Coat Mafia?  

17. Ask the parents if the kids have told them anything else? Different?  

JC-001-004226
On May 10, 1999 at about 2100 hours I contacted Nicholas Romanysyn and his father, George Romanysyn by telephone for the purposes of an interview. Nicholas stated that he had spoken to a Detective reference the incident at Columbine several days ago while he was at Eric Veik’s house. Records in the Rapid Start Information Data Base indicate that Eric Veik has been assigned to the following control numbers: 1450, 2128 and 2514. It is believed that control number 2514 is the interview with Eric Veik and Nicholas Romanysyn, conducted by Detective Voderrove.

Mr. Romanysyn was hesitant at first, but did allow some follow up questions to be asked over the phone in regards to the April 20, 1999 incident at Columbine High School.

- Nick stated that he typically goes to the cafeteria in the morning before school, to “hang out with friends”. He stated that on April 20th he met with the following at about 7:15 a.m.:

  Mike Cassey
  Andy Thomas
  Nick Thomas
  Tyler Chenowith

  He stated that they were sitting by the vending machines over by the teachers lounge (west cafeteria doors). Nick stated that they just sit and talk before the go to class at about 7:25 a.m.

- Nick stated that he typically does see members of the Trench Coat Mafia (TCM) in the cafeteria before class, but “doesn’t remember if he saw them that day or not”. He stated that there are typically “four or five of them in the cafeteria at that time of the morning”. He stated that they usually “sit by the west windows”.

- Nick stated that he did not see anybody bring anything in to the cafeteria, such as large duffel bags or backpacks. He stated that he did not see anything sitting on the floor at that time in the way of large duffel bags or backpacks.

- Nick stated that after his fourth hour class he went to the cafeteria and sat about three tables to the east of the west windows, centrally located (per the FBI Evidence Diagram, tables “Z” or “EE”). He stated that he was sitting with the following students at lunch:

  Terry Lawson (male)
  Ian Hales
  Seth Biggi
  Jeremy Orban (interview source originator)
Nick stated that the first thing that drew his attention to the incident was “something going on out on the hill (west side of cafeteria)”. Nick stated that there were people “running around and a person bleeding and limping”. Nick stated that he could not see very well and could not determine who the injured person was.

Nick denies seeing any “shooters” or hearing “any gunfire or explosions” at that time. Nick stated that he “along with the rest of the cafeteria got down on the floor”. Nick stated that he was under the table for about three minutes and “did not see any duffel bags or backpacks” at that time.

Nick stated that he then “got up an ran up the stairs” where he was directed by a teacher to go into a “Biology class and then the greenhouse” where they stayed until they were rescued by SWAT members later in the incident. Nick denies hearing any gunfire while running up the stairs stating that “it was pretty noisy, with all the students” screaming and running. Again, Nick denies seeing any “shooters”.

Nick stated that he is “aware of the Trench Coat Mafia” and knows Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold. He stated that Eric is/ was in his Video Production class with Mr. Talocco. He stated that he “knew him from class only and never really hung out or anything like that”. He stated that knew Dylan from Theater productions, but again, did not “hang out with Dylan”. He stated that he “knew they were the TCM”.

Nick stated that he does have a computer and his E-mail address is Spikes nicknamed@worldnet.att.net. He stated that he does not frequent chatrooms and does not know what an ICQ is. He stated that he typically E-mails friends and relatives only and has never had computer exchange with Harris, Klebold or any other TCM members at school.

Nick stated that he does not know anybody with a double pierced eyebrow. He denies hearing anything in or around school that would have led him to believe that this was going to happen.

Nick did state however, that he did have a brief, but interesting conversation with Harris on April 19th, 1999 during 2nd hour Video Production. Nick stated that he was in the hall (main hall by the corner of the Library) “doing some video filming” with Ryan Selchert and Mike Van Dine (sic). Nick stated that “Eric came in the hall and sat down and wanted to know if he was in the way?”. Nick stated that he told Eric “no” and asked Eric “what are you doing?”. Nick stated that Eric replied with “just working on some plans for tomorrow”. Nick stated that he did not carry the conversation any further than that and “never gave it another thought”. Nick stated that this conversation was “typical conversation between the two of them”.

I then spoke with Nick’s father, George, and gave him my phone number should he have any questions or if they needed a contact in reference to this incident.

INVESTIGATOR DATE 5/11/99 2OFZ
Columbine HS Cafeteria

04/22/1999
Sketched By: SA Stephen W. Di Rito, FBI
Not to scale
Ref # 99-12067  Reported Date 04/20/1999  Time 12:39:32
Location 5201 S PIERCE ST
Location 05/12/1999 051199/VOSSER/NO

99-JEFFERSON COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT

As members of the Columbine High School Task Force, C.B.I., Agent Jerry Means and IO Detective Jim Vonderhe, Arvada Police Department, were assigned control number lead sheet DN1450 regarding a party identified as Eric Veik, a student at Columbine High School, who took videos of the two primary suspects in this case. This lead sheet indicated that Eric Veik took videos of Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold for a school class project with the videos being in evidence. The lead sheet further indicated that Zach Heckler told Eric Veik that Eric Harris' mother saw a large pipe bomb nicknamed "Atlanta" that was later detonated near Chatfield Reservoir. The lead sheet further indicated that Eric Veik was told by Nick Romanyshyn that he saw Eric Harris on 04/19/99 with a notebook. Eric Harris apparently made a comment that he was "finalizing plans for tomorrow." The lead control sheet further indicated that the above mentioned information had been given to Sergeant Chris Tomford of the Jefferson County Sheriff's Department on 04/13/99.

A second lead sheet with control #3128 that originally had been assigned to Sergeant Jon Watson and Detective Jeff Krutzik, both of the Golden Police Department, indicated that Eric Veik had been identified on a video as making "gun simulation" during the filming of this video. This lead sheet was also given to IO Detective Jim Vonderhe and C.B.I. Agent Jerry Means in conjunction with their investigating control #1450.

On 05/05/99 IO Detective Jim Vonderhe responded to Eric Veik's residence which is located at 6222 W. Fremont Drive, Littleton, Colorado, Ph. (720) 981-0551 in order to conduct an interview with him. Upon contacting Eric Veik at his residence, IO also met a student friend of his who was identified as being Nicholas Paul Romanyshyn, dob: 09/10/81.

In first speaking with Eric Veik regarding the Columbine High School shooting massacre, he advised IO he had already been interviewed on two different occasions by law enforcement authorities. At this time he produced two business cards with one belonging to Sergeant Chris Tomford, Jefferson County Sheriff's Department, and the other belonging to Investigator Diane Obema, also of the Jefferson County Sheriff's Department. He stated that Sergeant Tomford contacted him on 04/20/99 and conducted an interview with him during which time he turned over to her a video that he was involved in. Apparently this video also included Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold in it. Eric Veik advised IO this was the only video that he had and that it was titled "Hit Men For Hire." He further stated part of this video had a segment that pertained to "an intimidation scene." He further stated that this intimidation scene is on his computer at his residence but he gave the entire video tape to Sergeant Tomford.
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Eric Veik further advised IO that he also was extensively interviewed by Investigator Dianne Obbena on 04/22/99 regarding the narrative information that IO had on the lead sheet pertaining to control #EN1450.

Due to the fact it appeared Eric Veik had been extensively interviewed on two different occasions by law enforcement officers regarding this investigation, IO decided not to interview him again regarding this matter.

IO at this time did conduct an interview with Eric Veik's friend, Nicholas Paul Romanysyn, dob: 09/10/81, who lived at 7840 So. Sante Ct., Littleton, Colorado 80121, with telephone number (105) 972-9754. Nicholas Romanysyn stated he is a junior at Columbine High School as is Eric Veik.

Upon asking Nicholas Romanysyn if he knew either Eric Harris or Dylan Klebold, he replied he knew Eric Harris fairly well. He stated he has known him just this semester and had a video class with him during 2nd hour. He stated he did not talk to Eric Harris a whole lot and that they just "chit chatted." Upon further questioning, Nicholas Romanysyn stated they did not talk about guns, bombs or blowing up Columbine High School or killing anyone. He informed IO the last time he saw Eric Harris was on Monday, 04/19/99, in their 2nd hour video class.

Regarding seeing Eric Harris the last time on 04/19/99, Nicholas Romanysyn stated he (Romanysyn) was in the hallway outside the Tech Lab along with several other kids who were filming a video in the hallway. He stated that Eric Harris came along and sat down on the floor since he was in the same class. Nicholas Romanysyn stated that Eric Harris asked if he was in the way with him advising him he was not. Nicholas Romanysyn stated that Eric Harris had some white papers which he began writing on. Nicholas Romanysyn then recalled that the other two individuals that were assisting him in filming the video were Mike Vendegia who is a senior and Ryan Selchert who is also a senior.

Nicholas Romanysyn stated he believes Ryan Selchert asked Eric Harris what he was working on with Eric Harris replying, "Plans for tomorrow." Nicholas Romanysyn stated that Eric Harris made the statement in a normal voice. Nicholas Romanysyn then stated that he joked to Mike Vendegia regarding that statement by stating, "Yeah we'll come to school tomorrow and the school won't be here." He stated that Mike and he then laughed at that comment as they were walking away from Eric Harris. Nicholas Romanysyn stated when he made this joking comment he does not know if Eric Harris heard them talking or what his response was if he did hear that statement.

Upon asking Nicholas Romanysyn if he knew Dylan Klebold very well, he stated he did not and that he only knew him from the Fall
play. He stated they both were involved in the Fall play with Dylan Klebold being the "sound guy" and haz being the "curtain guy."

When asked where he was at the time the shooting massacre began at Columbine High School on 04/20/99, Nicholas Romanyszyn replied he was eating in the cafeteria at which time he looked out the window. He stated that upon looking out the window he observed a male student on the grassy knoll trying to walk. He further stated he observed this male student to be limping and then he saw blood smeared on the grass left by the limping student. He stated that the next thing he knew he was in a mass of kids who ran upstairs from the cafeteria. He stated that he ran into a chemistry teacher identified as Mrs. Miller who was screaming at the kids for them to get into a room. He stated he went into the Biology room where Mrs. Williams, the Biology teacher, was present along with approximately 25 of her class students. He stated he remained in this room until they were rescued by the SWAT team. Nicholas Romanyszyn further stated he never saw anyone with a gun or any type of weapon during this entire incident.

Prior to concluding the interview with either Eric Veik or Nicholas Romanyszyn, IO asked Eric Veik again if he had any information he could provide to IO that hasn't been offered to the authorities. He replied he had told everything to Sergeant Tomford and Investigator Obena when he was interviewed by them.

With nothing further regarding this investigation, IO departed Eric Veik's residence at approximately 1128 hours.
JEFFERSON COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE
SUPPLEMENT REPORT

DATE 05/14/99

CONTECTING CR # JCSO 99-7625

CONTROL # 3330

SUBJECT:

Nicholas P. Romanyszyn
7840 S. Lamar Ct., Littleton, Co. 80123
Columbine High School

Mother: Susan Romanyszyn
Father: George Romanyszyn

DOB 09/10/81                  303-972-9754
303-982-0022                  303-971-1238

OBSERVATION/INVESTIGATION:

On 05/14/99 I was dispatched to the Chatfield High School, Columbine High School portion of the day, to interview juveniles involved in a report of threats. On arrival I contacted Sgt. Webb and Investigator Schoelke who were interviewing another juvenile and had learned that Nicholas Romanyszyn may have also over heard a conversation with Eric Veil, where he was talking about bringing bomb making materials into the school.

I contacted Assistant Principal Karen Sudekka, who located Nicholas, and then made a call to his mother and advised her of my intent to interview him in regards to this information. Susan Romanyszyn told Sudekka that she would like to be present for the interview, if we could wait which we agreed to do.

With Mrs. Romanyszyn present I advised Nicholas that he was not in trouble, but that I did need to speak to him about a conversation he may have over heard. Nicholas stated that he would try to help if he could. I asked Nicholas if he remembered having a conversation with Eric Veil where he was talking about bringing a bomb made of gas and pipe. Nicholas stated that he was in a hall near the common area when Eric and Vince started talking about how easy it would be to get a device into the school, because security was not that tight, but Nicholas didn’t remember any talk of gasoline or pipe. I asked Nicholas if he had talked to Eric after we had talked to him, and he stated that he had, but it was general conversation. I asked Nicholas what the talk was about if it wasn’t gasoline and pipe. Nicholas stated that yesterday (05/12/99) Eric and Vince had been talking about how easy it would be to get something in the building in Vince’s black video camera bag, but no one had put anything in the bag that he knew of. I asked Nicholas how many times they had talked about it and he stated maybe one or two times. I asked Nicholas who else might have been around when this conversation was going on, and he stated that there was a kid named Mike Vendhenen there, and when he was there, they had talked about placing the video case by the door to Mr. Talocca’s room then when he went to look at it they would yell “BOOM”, then they all laughed, and that was all he could remember. I again asked Nicholas if there was something he was leaving out and he stated that Eric and Mike had talked about using a guitar case like “Antonio Banderas” had used in the movie “Desperado”, and the two of them laughed at that.

I told Nicholas that I didn’t believe his story that he knew nothing about what Eric was talking about with gasoline and pipe, because he rode with him every day to school. Nicholas then stated, well there was a
time when Eric and some other kids talked at a picnic on Sunday where they talked about using a road flare for something. I again asked Nicholas what that meant and he looked down then stated that they (Eric and the other kids talked about pretending that the flare was dynamite, then handing it to "Sid" who is the campus security lady. Nicholas stated that Eric said it in a kind of "violent, joking" way. I asked Nicholas what that meant, and he stated that it was like he meant to hurt her.

I concluded my interview with Nicholas and his mother and asked them to call me if they had any further information to share.

At 2045 hours this date. I received a page from Nicholas and his mother. I contacted them at their home by phone, at which time Nicholas stated that he was concerned that he would be getting Eric into more trouble if he told me everything he had heard, but he needed to tell me that the flare was a theater prop that was made to look like dynamite for a video they were making, and that was what they had talked about at the picnic that they would hand to "Sid". Nicholas assured me that he knew nothing about the gas or pipe stuff that I had talked about. I thanked Nicholas and his mother for their cooperation and again encouraged them to call me if they thought of anything else.

No further action taken by this investigator.
On 4/23/99 at about 1500 hrs, I was contacted by (w) Cynthia Margets, mother of (w) Jessica Rosecrans. Margets was picking up her daughter's vehicle from a parking lot in Clement Park. Margets said her daughter, who goes to Clement Park H.S., was at school when the shooting started. Margets said her daughter was standing next to her car when shots were fired. Rosecrans ran to her car and drove out of the school lot and went to Clement Park, where she left her car.

Ms. Margets also told me that her daughter and Harriis say a bowling class at about 10:00. He also told her something about "being dead".

Ms. Margets said her daughter has gone out of town and has not talked to authorities as of 4/23/99.

JC-001-004238
Jessica Claire Rosencrans, white female, date of birth January 31, 1981, 5556 West Hinsdale Place, Littleton, Colorado, telephone number (303) 932-5607, was advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the purpose of the interview. Also present during the interview was her mother, Cyenthia Margettis. Rosencrans provided the following information:

Rosencrans is a senior at Columbine High School (CHS), Littleton, Colorado. Rosencrans personally knows and recognizes Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold.

On April 20, 1999, at approximately 6:15 a.m., Rosencrans went to her bowling class at AMF Bellevue Lanes, 4900 South Federal Boulevard, Littleton, Colorado. Rosencrans' bowling class is generally taught on Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday of each week. The CHS students are divided into teams of four. Rosencrans bowls with Jay Valentine, Seth Houy, and John House. Harris is also on a bowling team. At approximately 6:15 to 6:20 a.m., Rosencrans was getting her shoes when she saw Harris. Harris said to her, "That comment was the extent of their conversation. Rosencrans did not see anyone else from Harris' team. Coach Macauley is the bowling instructor. Harris was believed to be wearing a blue and white flannel shirt, jeans, Nike hat, and Nike shoes. It is unusual for Harris to wear Nike apparel. Bowling ended at approximately 7:15 a.m. and Rosencrans returned home.

Rosencrans went to school at approximately 8:20 a.m. and attended class from 8:20 a.m. until 9:20 a.m. Rosencrans was in analytical reading from 9:25 a.m. until 10:15 a.m. A Chinese student is also in this class who went home sick; however, she appeared well to Rosencrans during class. Rosencrans went to her foods class from 10:20 a.m. until 11:10 a.m.

At approximately 11:10 a.m., Rosencrans went to her car, which is parked in space number 140. Rosencrans left the school in her car and headed toward Clement Park to get lunch when she realized that she did not have any money. Rosencrans returned back to the school at approximately 11:20 a.m. When Rosencrans
departed the parking lot and returned to the parking lot and did not observe Harris' nor his friends' vehicles.

Rosecrans went into the school cafeteria and sat down at Table C with Dusty Hoffschneider, Garrett Looney, Steven Trujillo, and others. Rosecrans had been at the table for approximately one to two minutes when she heard a huge boom. Rosecrans thought that the science teacher must have blown something up. Then Rosecrans heard popping sounds upstairs in the school. Rosecrans thought that someone had come down into the commons area and was shooting. Rosecrans did not see anyone, but heard loud shots. Rosecrans ran out of the lower level south doors and to the south end of the parking lot. Rosecrans proceeded west along the fence and then she got into her car. Approximately eight other students, juniors and sophomores, got into Rosecrans' car. Rosecrans drove to Clement Park. Other CHS students were running toward Clement Park. Rosecrans believed that she saw Harris' BMW in the senior lot, but not in his space. Rosecrans was met by the police at the park. Rosecrans drives a 1994 teal green Honda Civic.

Rosecrans identified a Robert Last Name Unknown as an associate of Harris' and Klebold's who was into death.

Sarah Anderson said that she saw someone running down the school stairs and shooting.

Trevor Stark had a confrontation with Harris in the school hall on the day prior to the shootings. Harris stated to him "Have a nice day tomorrow."

Rosecrans was not near Rachel Scott when she was shot and does not know any specifics of her shooting.
At approx 11:30 WIT 4th floor there were shots. She said her roommates had been shot. They were told everyone to get down. After a few minutes they took her to the back upstairs. She went upstairs to miss Windows room. She then heard someone say "it's a special yellow "you are all going to die". She then heard more people yelling and laughing. They went on for like 10-15 min. There was a pause then more shooting. Favourite: The shots were heard for the people in the room. The heard pass shots of the people then police. She heard a woman come to the room. They walked the room the police came. They cleared took then down the stairs they were then run to the doors. She can past these doors outside a police car then into police.
WITNESS:

AMBROSIA ROSETTA, DOB/10-24-83

5310 W. Geddes Ave.
Littleton, CO 80128
(303) 932-1779

INVESTIGATION:

On 08-03-99, I contacted Columbine High School student Ambrosia Rosetta by phone. I asked Rosetta about the events which occurred on 04-20-99 at Columbine High School. This report is connected to DN#3025.

Rosetta stated on 04-20-99, she attended her classes in the morning. The fourth period class was Keyboarding with Mr. Sanders. That class got out at 1110 hours. Rosetta then went to the cafeteria. She sat at a table that she described as two rows from the stairs and two rows in from the windows. Rosetta had not been in the cafeteria prior to leaving her fourth period class. She stated that while she was in the cafeteria, she didn't see anyone holding anything that appeared to be heavy. Rosetta stated she did not see any suspect while in the cafeteria. Sitting at her table with her were Nat Bruce, Jessica Carzoa, Brandy Clingbile and Matt Hill.

Rosetta stated she first knew something was wrong when fellow student Ben Schumann came to their table and said, "You guys, someone got shot. You've got to get out of here." About this time. Rosetta heard someone yelling for the students to get under the tables. She got under the table she was sitting at. She stated her first instinct was to pray and she prayed with those who were underneath her table with her.

I asked if she had looked out the windows at all during this time. She stated she did not. Rosetta stated she never saw shooters, nor did she see any weapons. Rosetta stated she saw people running toward the stairs. She stated the students began going
upstairs. She also ran to the stairs and went upstairs. At the top of the stairs, she entered into the nearest classroom she could find. This was Mrs. Williams’ Science room. She stated Mrs. Williams and her students went into the room know as the “Green Room.” She joined them and remained there until the SWAT team rescued her. Rosetta stated that while in the room, she could hear the fire alarm sounding and she could hear a lot of shooting.

Rosetta stated the only clear thing she recalls hearing was somebody out in the hallway yelling either “You’re all going die” or “I want to die.” She exited the school by going down the stairway through the cafeteria, out the west cafeteria doors, then up the outside stairways where she was met by other law enforcement at the top of the stairs.

Rosetta stated that there was a girl in the Green Room whose name she did not know, who was very hysterical. The girl was saying that there were eight suspects in trench coats in the school. She stated that the SWAT officers spoke to this girl when the class was rescued.

**DISPOSITION:** Open.
CONTROL NUMBER - # 3047
CBI CASE NUMBER - 991-0185
FBI CASE NUMBER - 4-DN-57419
JEFFERSON COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT CASE NUMBER - 99-7625

REPORTING AGENT -
LINDA R. HOLLOWAY
CBI
690 KIPLING
DENVER, COLORADO 80215
(303) 239-4218

WITNESS:

CHRISTINA ROWER
DOB: 12/04/82
ADDRESS: 5544 WEST ROXBURY PLACE
LITTLETON, COLORADO
(303) 904-3342

MOTHER: GAIL ROWER (303) 982-4625
FATHER: STEVE ROWER (303) 971-3558

ACTION TAKEN:

On May 7, 1999 the Reporting Agent, Linda R. HOLLOWAY, interviewed Christina ROWER at her residence. Present at the interview was another Columbine student, Ann Marie PATRICCA. She was with Christina ROWER in the cafeteria at the time the incident began. She had not been contacted for an interview, so I interviewed her after I completed the interview with ROWER.

Christina ROWER rode her bicycle to school of April 20, 1999, arriving at 7:15 a.m. She went to her locker and then to her computer class located near the cafeteria. She went to A Lunch after her morning class and when shown a map of the cafeteria identified table KK where she was seated. (Her backpack was located at table LL). Seated at the table KK with her were the following student: ANN MARIE PATRICCA, SARAH CAIN, SARAH HOLTON, CAROLYN LENNING AND LAURA VANDERHAMM (sp).

Her first knowledge of the incident was she heard someone yell “get down”. She was seated very near to the stairwell. She recalled seeing Mr. SANDERS and a janitor running around. She was under the table for about one minute when she ran up the stairs and out the school to the east, crossing Pierce. She never saw any of the gunmen. She recalled seeing fire and smoke as she ran from the cafeteria and up the stairs.

She left behind her green East Pack backpack in the cafeteria which contained her glasses, an inhaler, lip gloss, papers, notebooks and pens, her wallet with her drivers license and other identification. Located in her locker are other books and her bike helmet.

She was wearing a white tee shirt, a gray flannel vest, jeans and blue tennis shoes.

She uses the Internet some but only to get “instant messages”. She does not use chat lines.

She does not remember hearing the announcements that day, nor does she remember the “thought for the day.” She does not know anyone who has a double pierced eyebrow.
She does not know any of the members of the TCM. The only rumor she has heard about the incident is that [redacted] is the leader and that he may be involved.

Linda R. HOLLOWAY
CBI
I saw a gunman walk outside and shoot two people. Then everybody hit the floor and people just started running for their lives. I have seen the guy before at school and he also wore a trench coat and a black and Boston Red Sox hat and sunglasses. He is tall and has long hair that brownish blonde.

Signature: [Signature]

I have read the foregoing statement and the facts contained therein are true to the best of my knowledge and belief. I do not maintain that it contains all of the facts or details of the incident, but only those facts about which I have been asked.

Date: [Date]

Time Statement Completed: [Time]

Signature of Person Making Statement: [Signature]
WITNESSES:

Kenny Daniel Rupp, dob: 10-19-83
7677 South Ingalls Street
Littleton, CO 80128
(303)979-3992

Student at Columbine High School

INVESTIGATION:

At 0900 hours, on 04-21-99, I contacted Kenny Daniel Rupp at South Pierce Street and Weaver Avenue, in reference to a First Degree Murder which occurred on 04-20-99 at Columbine High School, located at 6201 South Pierce Street in Littleton, Colorado, at approximately 1130 hours.

Rupp stated sometime between 1100 and 1130 hours on 04-20-99, he was in the cafeteria of the school, which is located on the lower southwest corner of the building. He told me he was sitting next to the windows at the northwest corner of the cafeteria near the Coke machines. Rupp stated he was facing outwards, toward the parking lot at his table. He told me lunch had just started, and it was the first lunch period of the day. Rupp stated the lunch room was full, and believed there might have been 900 students inside the cafeteria.

Rupp stated there were people also eating just outside the cafeteria, when he saw a cloud of smoke in the parking lot, which is located southwest of his location. He stated he saw a white male run up the exterior stairs, which is located just west of his location. He told me this person was wearing a black shirt and black boots. He informed me that he had never seen this person before.

Rupp informed me he saw a second white male walk past the cafeteria window, just five feet from the building. He stated this person was walking north toward the exterior stairs that the other person ran up. He described this person as wearing a long black trench coat, black boots, and had dirty blond hair. He also stated this person was wearing a Boston Red Socks baseball cap, and was wearing it backwards. He stated this person was carrying a shotgun in his left hand, and a handgun in his right, possibly a .38. He stated he had pipes inside his pants, and walked toward the steps.
Rupp stated there was a male trying to run up the exterior stairs and the male with the long trench coat shot him with the handgun.

Rupp stated everybody in the cafeteria started running for the staircase, which is located inside the cafeteria, and while he was running in the hallway, he heard several shots being fired. In front of him, he stated people were "scrambling." He also stated that at least two or three people to the right of him must have been shot because they fell down, and then he heard a bullet go by the right side of his head. He then stated he kept running toward the Technological area of the building, and turned to go out the main entrance. He stated he heard more gunshots that sounded like "4th of July firecrackers." He also heard one big explosion. Rupp told he then ran out the north doors toward Clement Park where he found a ride to someone's house.

I asked Rupp if he heard anybody say anything during the incident that he witnessed, and he stated, "no." I asked him how long this went on from the time he saw the person in the trench coat and by the time he ran out. He stated it was approximately .0 to 15 minutes.

I had a Jefferson County Victim Advocate speak with Rupp prior to leaving.

**DISPOSITION:** Forward to Investigations.
Supplemental Report  
JCSO 99-7625 / FBI 174A-DN-37419 / CONTROL NUMBER: 2386  
Investigator Dan Pfannenstiel / West Metro Fire / 303-989-4307 Extension 530

On April 30, 1999 at about 11:15 hours I contacted Kenny Rupp by telephone and again in person on May 3, 1999 to further expand on his statement that he gave Detective Mike Pelsici of the JCSO (see control number DN 1537).

Kenny Rupp provided the following additional information about the Columbine High School incident, which occurred on April 20, 1999:

Kenny described where he was sitting and based on his information it would appear that he was sitting at table “BB”, “CC” or “TT” per the FBI Evidence Diagram. He stated that he was sitting with two students by the name of Tyrone Garret (sic) and Bo Barham (sic). He stated that he did not notice anything unusual when he entered the cafeteria that day. He also stated that he did not notice any large backpacks or duffle type bags while in the cafeteria or while entering the cafeteria.

Kenny stated that he does own a backpack, but that he left his in his locker. He stated that it is black in color.

Kenny stated that he stood in line for some food and then sat down at his table. He stated that he was facing the windows and “saw a puff of smoke from the parking lot”, so he “got up to see what was up”. He stated that he is unsure if the “puff of smoke came from a car or from an area between the cars”.

Kenny stated that he saw “two gunmen dressed in black”. He described them as gunman based on what he saw “them do”. He stated that the first one was “in black” and that is all he could tell. He stated that “this one ran up the stairs to the north” and that he only “briefly saw his back”. (This would have been the stairs on the west side of the cafeteria that went up the hill to the north). Kenny could not provide any further details about this individual.

Kenny stated that the second gunman was walking from the parking lot (west of the cafeteria and from the general location of the “puff of smoke”) towards the cafeteria. Kenny gave the following description of this second gunman:

- White / male / tall / “at least six feet, three inches tall” / thin build
- Wearing a long black trench coat, below the knee, with “something on the back of the coat” (not descript)
- Dirty blonde hair about shoulder length, no pony tail
- A black baseball hat that was turned around and had a red “B” on it like the “Boston Red Sox”
- The gunman’s trench coat was open, but he could not tell what kind of shirt he had on.
- Could not describe the gunman’s pants but knows they were “tucked in to his boots”
- Boots were black and “above the ankle” / nothing further
- He could not tell if he was wearing any type of gloves or not
- Was carrying two weapons: a shot gun in his left hand and a black, semi-automatic in his right hand

Kenny could not provide any further details about the gunman at this time.

Kenny stated that the gunman coming from the parking lot “shot two or three people and then walked up the hill” (north up the hill on the west side of the cafeteria). Kenny stated that this gunman fired “two times before he got to the chain link fence and then once after he went through the chain link fence”. He stated that the “guys before the fence fell down”, but he could not describe what this victim looked like. He stated that he was not sure “what gun was used to shoot whom”. Kenny then added that the gunman “shot another on the hill”, but again, could not describe the victim.

Kenny stated that this gunman went up the hill and he never saw him return, but that he also got down and never looked again. Kenny stated that they got on the floor and then moments later “got up and run up the stairs (by Rebel Corner), down the Science hall and out the doors”.

Investigator [Signature] Date 5/1999 1 Of 2  
JC-001-004254
Kenny denies seeing any big black packs or duffel type bags while on the floor or in the cafeteria. He stated that he did not see any gunman in the halls either.

Kenny stated that he is aware of the Trench Coat Mafia and "sees them around school", but doesn't know any of them personally or by name. He stated that he did "kinds see the face of the shooter" coming from the parking lot and "thinks that he can identify him". He stated that "thinks he has seen him in school before". Kenny stated that the shooter "could be Dylan", but was not sure.

Kenny stated that he has "seen him (the shooter) before in school, just standing around in the hall", but never knew "his name".

Kenny stated that he has "seen the person wearing the boots, coat and baseball cap" before at school and therefore, believes that he "could identify him in a line-up".

Kenny stated that he "has seen some TV accounts of the shooters", but did not "think that the TV photographs looked like them" and that he "really couldn't tell from TV if it was him (the shooter)" or not.

Kenny stated that he does not own a computer and does not utilize a computer at school.

Kenny stated that he did not see any of the Trench Coat Mafia members the day of the incident.

Kenny stated that he does not know anybody with a double pierced eyebrow at school.

I then asked Kenny if he was willing to view several photo arrays, to which he replied "yes". I read the photo lineup questionnaire to Kenny as he read along with me and then showed him three separate photo arrays. Kenny did not recognize anybody in two out of the three photo lineups (containing Harris and Stutz). Kenny did identify photo number three (3) on the third lineup as the person who "was shooting" out side the west cafeteria windows. Kenny initialed the photograph in position # 3 and indicated in writing that it was a "possible" identification. Please note that Dylan Klebold was in position # 3 of this photo lineup.

I gave Larry Rupp my business card should they need to have a contact regarding this incident. Included with this report is the diagram that Kenny drew his location, entrance into and exit out of the cafeteria.

The photo line-ups were booked into evidence on May 3, 1999 at 12:20 hours under item number 10082 (evidence custody sheet attached).

Also attached is the original interview of Kenny Rupp conducted by Detective Feisroc of Jefferson County Sheriff's Office.
RUSSELL, A.
SOURCE: Crystal Archuleta

LEAD: Interview Aleia Russell whom was said to have been with source in the Cafeteria at the time the shooting began.

TELEPHONE INTERVIEW:

RUSSELL, Aleia Hope (DOB: 081382)
8377 S. Upham Way, lot #104
Littleton, CO 80123
(303) 904-8715

05-25-99 / 11:00am

Aleia RUSSELL confirmed the account that she had been in the cafeteria at the time the shooting began. She said she had been sitting on the ledge by the exterior windows by the student store with her sister Janell, and Veronica NUNCIO and another student she knew only as Alicia.

ALEIA first noticed students in the cafeteria jumping up and running outside. Shortly after this Mr. Sanders came up and told them to "get down" which they did. She then overheard an unidentified student saying someone was shooting. At the same time students began running in from outside, after which they also laid down in an apparent attempt to hide from something outside. She watched as an unidentified male janitor ran up the exit doors by the student store, looked out, and then ran back to the area of the stairs in the cafeteria.

ALEIA said she could not hear any explosions or shooting over the commotion, but thought this must have been occurring by the west end of the cafeteria due to the hysteria in that area. After what she estimated was about three to five minutes she ran out the exit by "Rebel Corner," the student's store. She then ran alongside the junior parking lot, crossed Pierce Street, with about twenty other students. She added that her sister Janell Russell had ran another direction.

ALEIA said she did not know any of the persons said by the media coverage to have been involved, but had previously seen them around school.

ALEIA added that she did not see anything out of the ordinary in the cafeteria, nor did she see anyone carrying anything other than typical items such as backpacks, and personal articles.

** NO new leads were generated.

This information was subsequently found to have been duplicated in DN#3046, assigned to Investigator Karla Samacki due to a "backpack" lead. This report was forwarded to Investigator Samacki as information.

JC-001-004258

Investigator Date 05.25.99
SOURCE: Crystal Archuleta

LEAD Interview Janell Russell whom was said to have been with source in the Cafeteria at the time the shooting began.

TELEPHONE INTERVIEW:
RUSSELL, Janell (DOB:08/18/81)
8377 S. Upham Way, lot #104
Littleton, CO 80123
(303) 904-8715

05-25-99 / 11:10am

Janell RUSSELL confirmed the account that she had been in the cafeteria at the time the shooting began. She provided a similar account as her sister, Aleia had saying said they had been sitting on the ledge by the exterior windows by the student store with Veronica NUNCIO and Alicia MAES.

JANELL said she had not noticed anything unusual in the cafeteria, nor anyone carrying anything remarkable prior to the shooting began. She first became aware of the shooting when an unidentified student ran in from outside saying that a girl had gotten shot. Just prior to this JANELL had heard what she thought were about two to three fireworks explode outside from the direction of the soccer fields.

JANELL said several students ran outside, including Veronica NUNCIO and Alicia MAES, to see what was happening. Shortly after this the two returned saying they had seen "guys with guns."

JANELL recalled Mr. Sanders and an unidentified janitor telling them to "get down," which they did. Shortly after this she watched a few students attempting to see what was going on outside, after which they began screaming, "here they come!" JANELL said she and many others stood and ran out of the school. JANELL said she ran down the hallway by the Foreign Language area then out by the junior parking lot, and crossed Pierce Street and waited in Leawood Park. She described that her sister, Aleia ran another direction than she had.

JANELL said she did not know any of the persons said by the media coverage to have been involved, but had previously seen them around school.

** NO new leads were generated.

This information was subsequently found to have been duplicated in DN#2749, assigned to Investigator Paul Scott due to a "backpack" lead. This report was forwarded to Investigator Scott as information.

JC-001-004260
SUBJECT:  RUSSELL, Janell  B/F  Dob: 8/11/81
8377 South Upham Way, #104
Littleton, CO 80123
303-904-8715

Michelle Billingsley-Russell (Mother)  Jackson Russell (father)
8377 S. Upham Way, #104  303-668-4548 (wk)
Littleton, CO 80123  303-767-9811 (pager)
303-904-8715
303-831-2511 (wk)

OBSERVATION/INVESTIGATION:
On 5/27/99, at 0930 hours, I spoke with Janell Russell on the phone. I had previously talked with her mother. Janell stated she was a junior at the time of the shooting. She arrived at the school at approximately 0720 to 0725 hours being taken by her parents. She entered through the main entrance. She saw nothing unusual outside.

First hour she has Foods class, second hour Spanish, third hour Gym, fourth hour History in the library, and she has “A” lunch. She stated she went down the stairs entering the cafeteria approximately 1111 to 1112 hours. She stated the cafeteria was full and she went and stood by the Rebel Corner Store. She was with Alicia Maes, her sister Aleia, and Veronica Nuncio.

Janell stated that a student came in yelling that someone had been shot outside. She said a large group of kids ran outside, and at this time she thought it was a prank. Then everyone ran back inside saying that there were guys with guns outside. Mr. Sanders and the janitor ran through the cafeteria telling people to get down. She
stated she ran through the Foreign Language hall and out the exit door on the south side. She stated she heard
gunshots as she ran across Pierce to Leawood Park. She did not see the shooters.

Then Janell told me that as she running toward the Foreign Language hall, she looked back over her shoulder
and saw a black trench coat. She stated she could not describe the person who was wearing it, only caught sight
of the coat. She stated the person wearing this coat was still outside the cafeteria near one of the south-facing
cafeteria doors.

Janell stated she did not know Harris or Klebold, but had seen them in the hallway before.

Janell did not leave anything in the cafeteria, but stated her sister, Aleia, left her large blue purse there.

Janell did not see what the thought for the day was. She stated she did notice the week before she did not see
any of the trench coat mafia around.

Signature: Detective's Signature/Number/Date

Signature: Sergeant's Signature/Number/Date

Page 2 of 2
I was sitting with Tim Chavez and my other friends.
I heard an Alar say "get down." We all got under the
Table. Mr. Sanders ran by telling everyone to get down.
People started to run. I ran with them. We ran
towards the kitchen and the bathroom. We ran up the
Back Stairs to the auditorium then down the main
door and out the front door. 6 shots and 1 explosion.
Sara Anderson had a large blue Rebook Duffle
Bag. Blue.
I did not see the shooter's.

I have read the foregoing statement and the facts contained therein are true to the best of my knowledge and belief. I
do not maintain that it contains all of the facts or details of the incident, but only those facts about which I have been
asked.

5/16/99

10:00

Sara Ryan

Signature of Person Making Statement
TEAM FOUR INTERVIEW GUIDELINE
MINIMAL QUESTIONS TO BE ASKED.

1. Did you ever see the two large duffel bags in the cafeteria? NO
2. Did you see anyone carrying or in the possession of those duffel bags, at a previous time? NO
3. Did you see Eric Harris or Dylan Klebold either on Monday of Tuesday? What were they doing? What did they say? Were they with anyone else? I didn't see them.
4. Did you leave anything behind in the cafeteria or anywhere else in the school? My backpack in the cafeteria.
5. Who were you with in the cafeteria? Where were you sitting? A table close to the kitchen and stairs, with 4 other friends.
6. Did you see or talk to any of the Trench Coat Mafia members on Monday? Tuesday? How about the prior week or weekend? NO
7. Have you heard anything from anybody else about other suspects, bomb making, gun buying, etc.? NO
8. What were you wearing? Did you have a back pack? What did it look like and/or have in it? Denim with a cream T-shirt. My back back was green, school supplies.
9. How did you leave the cafeteria or the building? What were the events that made you leave? I went through the gym, then out the art hall, out that door.
10. What time did you enter the cafeteria? Where did you come from (prior to the cafeteria)? At 11:15 from trench.
11. Have them mark where they were sitting, their route out of the building and whom they were with (if known).
12. How did you exit the building? Where did you go when you got out and what did you see on the outside of the building? Through the art hall door, through tennis courts and behind bus. I saw a lot of kids.
13. Do you use the Internet? If so, what is your screen name? Do you have an ICQ (aka: I seek you similar to a chat line) account? NO
14. Do you know anybody with a "double pierced eyebrow"? NO
15. Did you see or hear any unusual announcements prior to the shootings? Do you know what the "Thought of the day was" over the Rebel News Network (RNN)? NO
16. Can you provide any further information on the members of the Trench Coat Mafia? NO
17. Ask the parents if the kids have told them anything else? Different.
   My mom had other stories from parents.

Sara Ryan
4/20/99

JC-001-004265
WITNESSES:

MULLIN, JEREMY
School: Columbine Senior High School
6201 S. Pierce Street, Littleton, CO 80123

RYAN, SHANNON MICHELLE, DOB/9-23-1982
5968 S. Zenobia Court, Littleton, CO 80123
Home: (303)773-3121
School: Columbine Senior High School
6201 S. Pierce Street, Littleton, CO 80123

INVESTIGATION:

On April 20, 1999, while assisting with interviews on the scene of a multiple homicide at Columbine High School, I interviewed a Columbine student named Shannon Ryan. She told me that she and several of her friends were in the cafeteria when she heard a commotion. She and her friends thought that a fight had started outside of the lunchroom, so they went to the windows. When they looked outside, they saw a male that had been shot and who was lying on the ground outside. At about this same time, a teacher yelled “get down.”

Ryan told me that she and several others “crawled” into the kitchen area of the school. They barricaded the door to a store room, and Ryan told me that she could hear gunshots outside of the room where they were hiding. At one point, Ryan told me that a student named Jeremy Mullin tried to get into the room with them, but they would not open the door because they were afraid.

DISPOSITION: Open.
WITNESSES:

Shannon Michelle Ryan / DOB 092382
5968 South Zenobia Court
Littleton, Colorado 80123
303-738-3121
Columbine High School / 10th grade

INVESTIGATION:

On 05-05-99, at about 11:04 a.m., I interviewed CHS student Shannon Ryan as follow up on DN2483. The interview was conducted at Shannon’s home, in the presence of her parents, Stan and Susan Ryan.

Shannon told me that on 04-20-99, at about 11:10 a.m., she had just finished her fourth period Spanish class, which is located on the school’s lower level. After leaving class, Shannon walked directly to the cafeteria with fellow student Brandi Wiseman (10th), with whom she is in her Spanish class. Upon entering the cafeteria, Shannon said that she and Brandi sat their backpacks down at table T or U, and that Brandi remained with her until the arrival of student Tasha Olson, with whom Shannon usually sits during lunch. Upon Tasha Olson’s arrival, which Shannon said was within a minute or two, Brandi departed to sit with her friends while Shannon and Tasha walked to the pop machines located in the southeast corner of the cafeteria. Shannon said that upon reaching said pop machines, they discovered that they were not working. Shannon said that she and Tasha then walked north, next to the interior stairway, and then west, parallel to the serving line, en route to the pop machines located in the cafeteria’s northwest corner.

Shannon said that as she and Tasha walked westward, parallel to the serving line and near tables BBB / AAA, a “kid came in and said there was a fight outside.” Shannon said that this kid, whom she could not identify, came from the northwest corner.
of the cafeteria, where there is a door that leads outside. Curious, Shannon said that she and Tasha then walked past the serving line to the (west) windows near tables VV and WW. Upon reaching the windows, Shannon said that she and Tasha looked outside and saw a male student lying on the ground, directly outside the door, with a teacher leaning over him “with her hand on his shoulder.” Shannon said that the teacher, a female whom she could not identify, appeared to be comforting the student. At that time, Shannon said that teacher Dave Sanders was standing at the doorway, but still inside, next to the female teacher. Shannon said that Dave Sanders then entered the cafeteria and yelled for everyone to get down. She did not see where he went from there. Shannon said that immediately after hearing Dave Sanders say this, she ducked down under table VV or WW (“definitely not UU”) and then heard “three or four” gunshots. Shannon said that the gunshots appeared to be coming from “outside, in the parking lot.” Shannon said that the gunshots sounded like pops, and came in rapid succession.

After about “a minute and a half,” and without attempting to look outside, Shannon said that she then began to crawl from table VV or WW toward the teacher’s lounge. Shannon said that she did not enter the teacher’s lounge, but continued to crawl into the kitchen area, behind the serving line. Shannon said that when she reached the kitchen area, she stood up and noticed a “little storage room that people were going into.” Shannon said that she then entered this storage room, which contained “about seventeen other people,” including students Tasha Olson (10th), Brandi Wiseman (10th), Tanya Worlock (10th), Lindsay Wyatt (10th), Richard Green (10th), Matthew Depew (10th) and two unidentified female kitchen workers. Shannon said that someone then shut the door, and that they “stood around because no one knew what to do.”

At that time, Shannon said she heard what she thought was “too loud to be a gunshot,” surmising it was an explosion, coming from outside the storage room door. Shannon said that upon hearing this, she and the others inside the storage room immediately got down onto the floor. Shannon said that they remained on the floor for a few minutes, at which time “we found a phone in there.” Shannon said that student Matthew Depew then used the phone and called “Detective Lietz” (later identified by Denver Detective Mark Woodward as Officer John Lietz). Mark said that Matthew Depew had first attempted to call 911, but couldn’t get through. Mark said that Matthew then attempted to call his father, who works at Denver P D, but couldn’t get through to him, either. Shannon said that Matthew Depew remained on the phone while she continued to hear explosions and
gunshots coming from outside the storage room. Shannon said that Detective Lietz told them to barricade the door, which they did by using two oxygen tanks, sacks of flour, assorted boxes and food items. Shannon said that it remained quiet for a while, but that at one point, she and others heard keys rattling from outside the storage room door, and that the door handle moved. Shannon also said that at times, she and the others could hear people talking outside the storage room door. Shannon said that there was a light on inside the storage room, and that they continued to hear sporadic gunshots (she said they were “pops” that sounded like “someone stepping on bubble wrap”) coming from outside the storage room door. Shannon said that at times, she heard what sounded “like people jumping up and down” upstairs, in or near what she thought was the library.

Shannon estimated that she and the others remained inside the storage room for “maybe two and a half hours.” Shannon said that it gradually became quieter, with the last gunshots being heard during their last hour inside the storage room. Shannon thinks it was around 3:00 p.m. when a SWAT team found them and ushered them out of the school by way of a (west) broken window inside the teacher’s lounge. From there, Shannon said they were all taken to a corner of the building, near the gymnasium, where they were searched and then placed into patrol cars.

Shannon said that upon entering the cafeteria, and while waiting for Tasha, she did not notice any duffle bag(s); or anything unusual or out of the ordinary. Shannon said that everything seemed “routine” to her. Shannon said that she never saw any shooter(s) or anyone wearing a trench coat, either outside or inside. Shannon said that when she first walked to the west windows with Tasha Olson, her attention was focused on the individual lying near the door, and that she did not look beyond that or up the exterior stairway.

Shannon said that she left her backpack sitting on table T or U.

Shannon said that she did not personally know Eric Harris or Dylan Klebold, nor any of the names presented by the media as known associates of them. The interview was concluded at about 11:45 a.m.

The names of those students / teachers provided by Shannon were run through Rapid Start and Denver Detective Mark.
Woodward; no lead sheets were prepared because all names provided were either previously interviewed, or scheduled to be interviewed.

See attached cafeteria map.

**DISPOSITION:** Open.
COLUMBINE HIGH SCHOOL

99-7625

CAFETERIA WITNESSES

S
WITNESSES:

Cassandra Sadusky, dob/05-19-83
6936 South Saulsbury Street
Littleton, Colorado 80128
(303)971-0157

Tom Eugene Sadusky, dob/08-04-60
same address as above
pager: (303)517-3421

Beth Jane Sadusky, dob/04-03-60
same address as above
Work: Dutch Creek Elementary School
(303)982-4550

VESTIGATION:

On 04-29-99, at 0900 hours, I responded to 6936 South Saulsbury Street for an interview with Cassandra Sadusky and her mother, Beth Sadusky. Cassandra Sadusky advised me of the following.

She said on 04-20-99, at about 1117 hours, she came into the cafeteria of Columbine High School on her lunch break to eat lunch. Cassandra Sadusky said she put her backpack on a chair at the table she had selected to sit at to eat. She then walked up to the serving line, got into line, and a friend of hers by the name of Jadara Taliaferro was standing behind Sadusky. Sadusky said she had already gotten her food and was just ready to leave the serving line when she heard the sound of numerous chairs being pushed across the floor, and when she looked back she saw several other students get up out of their chairs and run towards her and the serving line. She also said she heard one gunshot. Sadusky said she and Taliaferro then ran out of the cafeteria into the bathroom area, where they hid under the sink. She estimated that they were hiding under the sink for 30 to 45 minutes, and then they began walking out of the bathroom, but as they did, four more students came running towards them into the same bathroom. Sadusky said the janitor, Jay Valentine or Valentino (she wasn't sure), was watching the gunmen behind Sadusky, and at the same time he was telling the kids to run a certain way, and motioning with his finger for them to run while he was watching to see what the suspects actions were going to be. Sadusky said they began running, and they ran into the auditorium area. along with
approximately 25 other people. Once inside the auditorium, they locked the door and hid under the seats. Sadusky said she heard approximately 15 shots being fired; however, she does not know if she heard any of the pipe bombs detonate, as she said she did not know if she could tell the difference in sound between them and a gunshot. Sadusky said it was unknown how long these students were in the auditorium area; however, after being in there for some time, they ran out of the auditorium towards the Foreign Language Department, and out the southeast doors of Columbine High School, where they then ran across the street into Leawood Park. Sadusky said although she did not hear any gunshots while she was over near Leawood Park, she later heard that gunshots had been heard by other students in Leawood Park and they all scattered when they heard those shots.

I asked Sadusky if she was injured in any way, and she said no; however, she had to force herself to concentrate on not twisting her ankle or tripping because of the shoes she had on. Sadusky said she was wearing white tennis shoes that had large heels and soles on them, and she was afraid while she was running away that she was going to trip and fall down, so that was where her concentration was. Sadusky said the tennis shoes have three silver stripes on them. She said she was also wearing khaki pants and a plaid shirt.

I asked Sadusky if she had seen anybody carrying the two large duffel bags into the cafeteria, or if she saw any of the duffel bags laying on the floor in the cafeteria. I showed her the picture of a blue duffel bag and also a propane tank; however, she said she does not recognize those and does not recall seeing them in the cafeteria or being carried in. Sadusky said it would have been hard to see any of the duffel bags due to the fact that there was a large amount of students' backpacks in there that resemble a duffel bag.

I asked Sadusky if she knew Eric Harris or Dylan Klebold, and she said no, she did not know them prior to this incident; however, she was familiar somewhat with the Trench Coat Mafia students. Sadusky told me she would estimate there are five members of the Trench Coat Mafia at Columbine High School, and said she did not associate with them, so she does not know their names. Sadusky also told me that these Trench Coat Mafia students are into the Gothic lifestyle. She said they put make-up on their face, put lipstick on their lips, and usually wear all black clothing. She said they are usually seen wearing long trench coats.

JC-001-004276
Sadusky said when she ran out of the cafeteria on 04-20-99, she left a blue backpack, and the make of it is Eastpack, laying on the chair she had set it on when she went to get her food.

I asked Sadusky if she knew anybody who was familiar with making bombs or carried any type of firearms, and she said no. She also said she has not seen any firearms or bombs with any of the students at Columbine High School.

I asked Sadusky if she had the Internet, and she said yes, she did. I asked her what her screen name was, and she told me "NIKESTUD2." I asked her if she knew what the "thought of the day" was over the Rebel News Network, and she told me she did not see this personally; however, her soccer team mates told her that it said, "Wished you weren't here today."

I asked Sadusky if she was dealing with this incident sufficiently. She advised she is having problems with it, and she is going to go back to school on Monday, 05-03-99, and at that time she will talk about the incident with her friends who were involved. She is still having problems, she will either set up counselling through her family's medical insurance or contact me, and I will arrange for a meeting between her, her parents, and JCSO Victim Advocate.

**DISPOSITION:** Case remains open, pending further investigation.
WITNESSES:

ISIAH SALAZAR, DOB/10-26-83
8839 West Crestline Drive
Littleton, Colorado 80123
(303) 973-5870
Student: Columbine High School

LOLA SALAZAR, DOB/05-08-63
Same as above
Cell phone: (303) 870-1540
Employed: Out of residence

ROBERT SALAZAR, DOB/11-20-62
Same as above
Bus: Solorn Health Services
999 18th Street
Denver, Colorado 80217
(303) 297-9500

INVESTIGATION:

On 06-07-99, at about 1100 hours, I responded to 8839 West Crestline Drive to interview Isiah Salazar, who is a student at Columbine High School. This interview was in reference to the shooting that occurred on 4-20-99 at Columbine High School.

I interviewed Isiah Salazar in the presence of his mother, Lola Salazar. Isiah advised me of the following: He said on 4-20-99, at about 1110 hours, he got out of his American Government class that is taught by a teacher by the name of Mr. Suvino. Isiah
said he went from this American Government class, straight to the cafeteria where he selected a table to sit at. Isiah told me that the table he had selected was across the hallway to the west from the "Rebel Corner." Isiah said he was in the hallway where this table is located, and said while seated at the table selected, he was facing towards the cafeteria or in a northwestern direction. Isiah told me the following students were with him at this table: Dave Schulte, Travis Jones, BJ Saccio, Shannon Zule, Kate Rubnovic, and Elaine Miller. Isiah said that when he got to the cafeteria he placed his backpack (described as a black Jansport) underneath the table that he had selected, and Isiah said he then went to the Rebel Corner to get something to eat. Isiah said after getting something to eat he returned to the same table he had selected earlier, sat down and ate lunch while talking to his friends and listening to his CD player headset.

Isiah Salazar said while seated at this table, he saw Mark Offer suddenly run inside of the cafeteria. Isiah said he did not know which door or which part of the cafeteria that Mark Offer had entered originally. Isiah said that once Mark Offer ran inside the cafeteria he began talking to a janitor, advising him of an unknown problem. Isiah said he believed that Mark was probably advising the janitor that there was a fight outside of the cafeteria, however, Isiah was not sure of this. Isiah said this janitor (name unknown) began running through the cafeteria in a westerly direction towards the windows that overlook the exterior of the cafeteria. Isiah said he saw another person by the name of Nick Foss run outside the cafeteria. Isiah said a teacher that was in the cafeteria advised all the students inside to get down on the floor and under their tables. Isiah said he did get down on the floor under his table and remained in that position for approximately one to two minutes. Isiah said that he saw several people from the cafeteria running in an easterly direction through the cafeteria and then ran up the stairs towards the second level of Columbine High School. Isiah said he turned and ran outside of the "Rebel Corner" hallway, through the closest door, and outside of the school. Isiah said that while he had been in the cafeteria, he did not hear any gunshots, no explosions, nor did he see any fires or smoke on the outside or inside of the cafeteria at Columbine High School. He said as he ran out of the school exiting the cafeteria area, he was with his friend named Travis Jones. He said that he did notice anything out of the ordinary while he was running from the area. Isiah said after exiting the school he ran to a parking lot for the high school where coach Martin and coach Capra told the students that he was with, to keep running away from the school. Isiah said that Travis and he ran to the area of either Peakview and Wadsworth or Calhoun and Wadsworth, where an unknown female picked them up and gave them a ride to a friend's residence. Isiah said that while he was running from the scene, and just prior to getting to the location where he got a ride from the unknown female, he heard what he described as shotgun blasts. However, he could not tell
how many he heard, but believed he heard them coming from the area of Columbine High School. Isiah said once he got to his friend’s residence he contacted his mother, Lola Salazar, by telephone. Lola said she received this call at approximately 11:30 to 11:45 hours on 4-20-99.

Isiah Salazar told me that he only knew Dylan Klebold from a day care center at Governors Ranch. Isiah said that when he was in the third grade Dylan Klebold was in the sixth grade and they went to the same day care facility in Governor’s Ranch. I asked Isiah what he recalled about Dylan Klebold, and he said he did not recall anything other than to say “Dylan was nice.” Isiah said that he did not talk to Dylan Klebold since attending the day care center even though they both attended Ken Cary Junior High School and then Columbine High School. Isiah said that he recalls seeing Dylan in Columbine High School, however, and recalled that Dylan wore all black clothing and would either wear a black jean jacket or a black trench coat that would hang down just past Dylan’s knees. Isiah was unable to provide any further information about Dylan Klebold. I asked Isiah if he knew Eric Harris. He said he did not know Eric Harris at all and said that he had never seen Eric Harris prior to this incident. Isiah told me that he knew that the “Trench Coat Mafia” existed, however, other than that he did not have any further information about the “Trench Coat Mafia” students. He said that even though he saw them in the hall he never did see anyone pick on the “Trench Coat Mafia” students, nor did he see the “Trench Coat Mafia” students picking on other students. I asked Isiah Salazar if he could recall any racial intimidation or racial harassment while at the school and he said he did not see anyone harass other people, nor did anybody racially insult or pick on him. He also said none of the “Trench Coat Mafia” students picked on him even though he is a football player and is on the track team for Columbine High School.

Isiah Salazar was shown the diagrams of the cafeteria at Columbine High School and he showed me where the table was that he had selected. Isiah said the table that he had selected and sat with his friends on 4-20-99 is not on either of the diagrams I showed him, however, he did point out the area where this table is located. This table would have been south of the main cafeteria in the hall and directly to the west of the “Rebel Corner.” I showed Isiah Salazar the photographs of the duffle bag and the propane tank that were later recovered inside of the cafeteria at Columbine High School. Isiah said he did not recall seeing either one of these items either prior to or during the incident on 4-20-99. I asked Isiah if he knew of any other suspects who may be manufacturing explosive devices and/or possessing firearms, and he said that he had not heard of anyone.
Isiah Salazar told me that he did not know of anyone with a double pierced eyebrow and also told me that he does not use the Internet. He said that he is aware of what the daily “thought of the day” was over the Rebel News Network (RNN). He told me that the thought of the day is shown during second hour, but said on 4-20-99, during second hour, he was in a gym class and therefore was unable to see what the thought of the day was over the Rebel News Network.

Isiah Salazar advised me that since the incident of 4-20-99 he has recovered the backpack that he left in the cafeteria when he ran out. Isiah said he picked that up during the week of June 1, 1999. I asked Isiah Salazar how well he has been, coping with this incident since 4-20-99, and he advised me that he has had no problems dealing with it. I asked his mother, Lola Salazar, what she thought of the way he was coping with the incident and she also believed that he was doing well. I gave both Isiah Salazar and Lola Salazar one of my business cards and advised them that if they wished to talk with a JCSO Victim Advocate in the future to contact me and I would make the necessary arrangements for them.

**DISPOSITION:** Case remains open, pending further investigation.

JC-001-004283
INVESTIGATION:

On 04-27-99 at 1715 hours, Detective McGlynn and I interviewed Laurel Salerno in the presence of her parents at her home. Laurel stated she got a ride to school from her mother on 04-20-99, arriving at approximately 0705 hours. Throughout the interview, Laurel stressed that day seemed like a perfectly normal day. She stated she did not notice anything abnormal going around the school. She stated that when she arrived at the school it was very early and not many students were there. She entered through the main entrance and went to the cafeteria.

Laurel stated she had seen KLEBOLD and HARRIS before and knew them by sight but did not know their names. She did not see them or anyone in the "trench coat mafia" group that morning. She stated she entered the cafeteria from the second floor going down the stairs at approximately 1110 hours. She stated she brought her lunch so she immediately went to a table and sat down. She indicated which table she thought she might have sat at on the attached diagram. She stated that she did not notice any bag, duffle bag, or backpack out of place in the cafeteria. She stated there were many kids in the cafeteria at that time, practically all of them having a
backpack with them. She indicated on the attached diagram who else was sitting at the table with her.

Shortly after she sat down, the people at the six tables to the west of her got up, went to the window and looked out. She stated she thought there might have been a fight outside but was not sure. She stated the kids then returned to their seats and sat down. Shortly after that she heard a noise she described as gunshots. After the gunshots another freshman named Chris Markum ran into the cafeteria through the northwest exit doors of the cafeteria yelling for everyone to get down. Laurel stated Chris ran all through the cafeteria and then upstairs yelling this.

Laurel stated she saw one of the lunch ladies look out through the west window, then run back to the kitchen area. Immediately after that, Mr. Sanders came in from the faculty lounge east door leading to the cafeteria. She stated he looked out then called out, "Kids, a gun, get down". Laurel stated he had a very serious look on his face and she knew he was serious. At this time she heard gunshots which she thought was coming from the same gun and it was shooting continuously. She stated a janitor went to this door and looked like he was, "fiddling" with something on the door. She stated this janitor was the heavy-set janitor with a round face. Laurel stated about this time all the kids in the cafeteria ran east away from the windows.

Laurel stated that she was in a group of kids that ran east of the kitchen area behind a wall still in the cafeteria area. She stated there was a bathroom in the same area however, there were too many kids to all fit in the bathroom. She estimated there were 50 kids with her. About this time Mr. Andres, Jr., a teacher came and open up the auditorium doors from the area that she was hiding in. At this time she stated the lights started to flicker in the cafeteria. Once in the auditorium they hesitated briefly on the stage then went out the northeast door of the auditorium. She stated she ran to the hallway that lead to the outside by the gymnasium. She stated she was with about fifteen kids as they left out through this door. She stated they then ran to Clement Park.

She stated she left her backpack on the table which she described as a green Jansport with a front pocket. Inside the backpack she had a black binder, a purple binder, two Looney Tunes folders, a TI-86 calculator pens, and her school ID. She stated she was wearing denim shorts with an Old Navy white T-shirt, and sandals.

She went on to say that she did not know KLEBOLD or HARRIS personally, but knew HARRIS by sight just from seeing him in the hallways. She stated that she was aware of the "trench coat mafia" even before she went into high school, hearing about them when she was in the 8th grade. She knew a Robert Perry as being a part of this group. She stated he was in a debate class with her and she described as a very nice guy. She stated...
he always wore a long, black coat, black pants, and black eyeliner

Laurel stated that one of her best friends, Katie Thompson, was a good friend of ERIC HARRIS. Katie is a freshman and was asked to go to the prom by ERIC HARRIS. She stated Katie was not allowed to go because her mother wouldn't allow it. Laurel stated Katie knew that ERIC HARRIS liked her but he was one she didn't normally go out with. She described him as 'different' having a different look.

At this time Laurel's mother, Diane Salerno added information about an incident that happened at Columbine High School on Sunday, 04-18-99. She stated she was with Laurel in the senior parking lot letting Laurel practice driving the family vehicle. This occurred sometime between 1500 and 1630 hours. She stated as they were driving around the parking lot, a black sports car drove in to the lot and immediately parked near the northwest portion of the parking lot. She stated these three guys got out of the car which she described as being a little beat up. The three boys appeared to be seniors or older and they walked up the hill on the west side of the school, northbound. She stated she lost sight of them for approximately one minute and then they returned to their vehicle. She stated they then drove away. Mrs. Salerno stated this seemed very peculiar since there was no one else around the building and they seemed to have a definite purpose and place they were headed to. She described one as big and tall with red hair and a flat top. He was wearing a white T-shirt. The second one had a muscular build with a white tank top with blond hair that was in a very normal hair cut (not cut very short nor left very long). The third subject had brown hair. Mrs. Salerno stated they were very "grungy" looking to her.

Laurel later called and left a message on my voice mailbox stating she remembers seeing a big, tan backpack near the table she sat at. She asked if it belonged to anyone and ended up pushing it aside. She was not sure what day this occurred.
Reporting investigator, P.J. Doyle, is a commissioned peace officer employed by the district attorney in the First Judicial District serving Jefferson and Gilpin Counties. I am currently assigned to assist in interviewing witnesses from Columbine High School.

On May 12, 1999 I spoke with Sarah Katherine Sales, a sophomore.

DOB: 10-15-82
5137 Drew Court
Littleton, CO  80123
303 972-9203
Mom is Laura cell: 303 995-4300
Dad is Chris Work: 303 759-2334

Sarah's father was present during the interview.

Sarah told me the following:
She stayed home the morning of the shooting because of a migraine headache. (This was confirmed by her father.) She got to school at about 10:45. She went to the cafeteria and then went outside to avoid her Spanish teacher. (She hadn't done her homework and didn't want to be confronted about it.) She came back inside and got money from her purse for lunch. She left her purse either on the ground, or on the table. It was table S. Right then, Mr. Sanders came in to the cafeteria and said to get down. She got down by her table. She was sitting with Jasmine Schell and Amber Dickson (303 933-3621).

Right after Mr. Sanders said to get down, Sarah heard gun shots. She said it didn't click in her head that it was real. It sounded like a cap gun. She didn't remember how many shots there were.

Mr. Sanders said to run, and she and Amber went to the auditorium. Sarah didn't know what was going on and she went back to the cafeteria to get her keys. The choir teacher, Mr. Andres was telling people to go to the auditorium. She went back to the auditorium with other students. They went up the stairs and started to go out into the hall. It was smoky. She could hear gun shots and screaming. She thinks that the smoke may have been white, but wasn't sure. She said that it smelled, but couldn't describe the smell to me.

Sarah said that they stayed in the auditorium for about 15 minutes. The fire alarms were going off. She heard more gun shots. She doesn't know if the shooter(s) were shooting at the doors to the auditorium. The gunshots sounded like they were ricocheting from somewhere else. The doors to the auditorium were locked.

Mr. Andres started to go to the hall. He opened the door and a janitor yelled to go out there. The janitor said to follow him. They went out through the foreign language hall and out the door there to Leawood Park. She heard something like a bomb or a gun
shot when she was in the park. She then ran to Jamie Norwood's house.

Sarah saw no duffel bags at any time.

She didn't know Eric Harris or Dylan Klebold.

She left her purse in the cafeteria and had her driver's license in it.

She hasn't heard anything about anyone else making bombs or bringing guns or bombs to school. She doesn't use the internet and doesn't know anyone with double pierced eyebrows.

A diagram of the cafeteria is attached to this report.

No further information at this time.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X = Sarah</th>
<th>Sarah Salo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Central #</td>
<td>3068</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
JEFFERSON COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT

Defendant: (Columbine shooting)  Docket Number: 99AO62 (Z)
Date: 051199  Case Number: 99-7625
Deputy D.A.:  Investigator: Mike Heylin

************************************************************

WITNESS:

Anthony Sammauro  DOB: 07/1983
7264 W. Walker Pl.
Littleton, CO 80123
303-972-9243

C/o mother; Cynthia Sammauro (w) 303-979-8789
father; Lorenzo Sammauro (w) 303-977-4792

-CHS student; in cafeteria at an unknown table in the west corner by
the west door for 4th hour with Preston Jordan, Brian Adams, Pat
Caruso, Lance Kirklin, and Nick Buhrer; at table in same location
for lunch hour with Lance Kirklin, Danny Rohrbough, Sean Graves,
James Medaugh and a new student named Robert (LNU); saw another
student in cafeteria named Jason Autenrieth who told him Ann Marie
Hochhalter was shot and that someone was throwing pipe bombs; locked
out west window and identified Dylan Klebold standing on top of hill
by stairs and throwing an object into the west parking lot; saw same
looking suspect walking toward west cafeteria door from bottom of
stairs moments later; saw no other suspect; saw no guns; saw no
duffle bags; usually saw a trench coat student in the cafeteria at
table WW alone for 4th hour whose description is similar to that of
Chris Morris; did not see that student morning of shooting; a
neighbor named Tony Martinez who has a son Cory who goes to
Columbine reported that he went to the school to check on his son
that day and was shot at by the front doors, 303-933-7327.

INVESTIGATION:

1

JC-001-004298
On May 10, 1999 at 20:15 hours I contacted Anthony Sammauro at his home for an interview. Anthony's parents were present. Anthony then told me the following:

* He is a freshman at Columbine High.

* When asked about Eric Harris, he said that he has seen Eric in school before wearing a black trench coat. He said he used to see Eric leave the school for lunch hour and join other students at a black BMW in the lot. He would see this from the cafeteria windows. He did not know Eric Harris by name.

* When asked about Dylan Klebold, he said that he has seen Dylan in school before wearing a black trench coat. He said that Dylan would also be one of the students to go with Eric Harris to the black BMW in the lot for lunch. He did not know who the driver of that car was. He did not know Dylan Klebold by name.

* When asked, he did not know the names of those students. He said that he has seen 7 or 8 different students wearing the black trench coats at times. He did not know the names of those students. He has heard of the name "Trench Coat Mafia" and thought they were like a gang.

* He did not know any of the names of students who associated with the trench coat students.

* He usually goes to the cafeteria for 4th hour because he has that class time off. He said that he often saw one of the trench coat students in the cafeteria for that 4th hour. He said the student always sat alone at table WW (referring to the diagram) reading a book. He would see this student at least once a week. He described this student as follows:

  - white male, wore a black beret backwards, wore sunglasses, black trench coat, no further description.
* He said he did not remember that student being in the cafeteria for 4th hour on the morning of the shooting.

* When asked, he did not see any trench coat student or associate at the school the day of the shooting. (Identified Dylan Klebold outside the cafeteria when shooting began.)

* When asked, he did not see any suspicious object that was out of place at school the day of the shooting. When asked specifically, he did not see any duffle bags.

* On the day of the shooting, he has 4th hour off. When his 3rd hour science class got out, he walked down to the cafeteria to spend his 4th hour time with friends. Referring to the diagram, he thought he sat with his friends at one of the following tables; ZZ, SS, CC, TT, YY, or XX. He was with Preston Jordan, Brian Adams, Pat Caruso, Lance Kirklin and Nick Buhrer.

* When the lunch hour began, he did not know if he switched tables or not. If he did switch tables, he said it would have been in the same area. Some of his friends left the table and some remained at the same table. He remembered being at the table for lunch with Danny Rohrbough, Lance Kirklin, Sean Graves, James Medaugh and a new student named Robert who's last name is unknown. He said others may have been at that table also.

* After several minutes into the lunch period everyone at his table went outside via the west door except for Robert Medaugh who stayed in with him.

* He said that once those students were outside, he heard what sounded to him like "black cat" firecrackers going off somewhere outside. James Medaugh then came running in from the west door and told him that he heard "gunshots."

* He then walked to the west widows of the cafeteria and looked outside at what was going on. He looked up the hill by the stairs